Trophy hunting in Namibia: providing sustainable
livelihoods for communities, encouraging the
protection of wildlife populations, and
maintaining natural ecosystems
Trophy hunting is always a polarising topic but opposition has been mounting over recent years. Cecil the Lion, the
media (in particular the use of social media by animal rights activists), and celebrities have stirred public opinion,
much of it negative. This has arguably contributed to the introduction of airline bans on transporting trophies, the
hunting ban in neighbouring Botswana, and the EU debate on banning imports of trophies.
By: Ms. Catherine Birch. Catherine Birch is an Economist at Namibia Nature Foundation.
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The Namibia Nature Foundation
(NNF), founded in 1987, is one of the
largest non-governmental organisations
(NGO)

targeting

conservation

and

sustainable development in Namibia.
The primary aims of the NNF are to
promote sustainable development, the
conservation of biological diversity
and natural ecosystems, and the wise
and ethical use of natural resources
Source: NACSO Natural Resources Working Group

for the benefit of all Namibians, both
present and future. www.nnf.org.na
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